High End Post production

Opus Multimedia Services...
...is a complete photography solutions and post production solutions
provider, and is dedicated, to serve photo agencies, photographers, with
the highest level of customer service, dedication, and fast response to
their queries.
Opus Multimedia is a leading super specialty center for post-production
services having high end equipment’s, expertise and experience. Opus
Multimedia, in its effort to provide the best to its customers, ensures
safety to their images that no one can even see client’s images.

We deliver stunning images on time and within
budget – exactly how you want them.
Whether your requirements encompass motion pictures, 360° spin/rotation editing, product photography, lifestyle, industrial, architectural or
portrait photography, wedding photography, our team has the skills and
experience to make your images sing.

Our services
Removing dolls/mannequin
from a cloth & Adjustment of
Inserts in Cloth Images

Image Manipulation

Retouching of Jewellery Images

360 degree Spin Photo Editing

Grid Outlining

Retouching of Automobile Pictures

Beauty Retouching
(Skin + Cloth + Background)

Food Photo Editing & Corrections

High End Color Correction

Rectification of Stylist Errors

Clipping Path/Masking/Cut-Out

Others...
On request

Reasons to work with us
Speedy Turnaround Time
Getting all your images back to you on time is our highest priority.
Therefore we work around the clock to get all your images done and still deliver the highest quality.

Trusted vendor
We are looking forward to assist you/working with you, to your utmost satisfaction.

Guaranteed Consistent Best Quality
Regular feedback and improvement options discussion with the client

Guaranteed Security of Images & Information
We provide the best to its customers, ensures safety to their images that no one can even see client’s images.

Unmatched Quality
We deliver stunning images on time and within budget – exactly how you want them.

Cost Effective Services
Send us test-images(RAW files) with instructions to check our services (free of cost service)

Ensured Satisfaction
We are committed to your satisfaction and guarantee that your order is processed quickly and accurately

Photo Editing/Retouching Service
Removing dolls/mannequin from a cloth & adjustment of
inserts in cloth images

Beauty Retouching (skin + cloth + background)

Clothes are shot, by putting them over a mannequin to give a more professional
look and appearance. We remove the dolls, and provide only cloth in retouched
image.

We provide beauty retouching for fashion shoots, which
includes removal of imperfection in kin, cloth and background. The texture is kept intact and the edited images
always carry natural appearance.

360 degree Spin Photo Editing
Editing each picture of the set, adjusting logo, retouching, and making it perfect for the final rotation.

Photo Editing/Retouching Service

Clipping Path/Masking/Cut-Out

High End Color Correction

Providing clipping path around the objects,
changing the background to transparent or
any other desired background

We provide high-end color correction for all
types of images such as beauty shots, aerial
shots, underwater images, and architecture
images etc.

Retouching of Automobile Pictures

Retouching of Automobile Pictures include
removal of arms which holds the camera,
whirling of wheel, providing sparkling results
for an automobile etc..

Photo Editing/Retouching Service

Image Manipulation

Retouching of Jewelry Images

Others

All major inclusion and removal of objects in
a photo is done by image manipulation that
requires effective approach, high skills, and
careful observation. It also includes composition of images.

We retouch the black spots, refection removal, making gradients, adjusting light/contrast/
brightness adjustment to optimize the looks
of the jewelry.

We provide many other editing services such
as restorations of old and damaged photos,
wedding album designing, dust removal etc.
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